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Crew
Four Students Selected
VIVID MELODRAMA Booth Plans Forestry
At Glacier Park
Receive
For Rhodes Scholarship
Forced to Leave
BRINGS PRESS ROOM . Must
Deans9 O. K.
Tryouts by Examiners
TO THEATRE STAGE
Dean Stone Reports Characterizations and Setting as Authentic;
Play Which Has Received Approbation of Newspaper
Veterans Will Open Here Tomorrow
E ARE tired of hearing about
Ethiopians in woodpiles. The best
way to have them out is to go directly
to Central Board, or to the president
of the A.S.U.M., and ask openly and
earnestly for an answer to your
doubts. If Central Board itself is not
fully equipped to reply, it will direct
you to whichever of its branch boards
is most closely associated with the
problem. Gqt in touch with the heads
of these boards, meet them personally.
Discuss the situation with them open
ly. It is their duty to talk things over
with you, to give you their reason for
this or that action, and we hare found
that they recognize it as such.

W

fTIHEY even, as you no doubt noticed
X in the last issue of the Kaimin,
take time to explain to the skeptical,
those things which are most apparent
and obvious. Wbat more could the
student body want than that they be
given as the director of Ht-Jinx an
experienced instructor in that field
of work? What action of Central
Board’s could point with more earnest
effort to a better Hi-Jinx? Mr. Hew
itt, moreover, deserves a vote of
thanks for his willingness to accept,
unpaid, the responsibility of organ
izing this revue.
AST year the cry was for an Amer
ican play presented by the Mas
quers. Tomorrow night that group
will give thblr opening performance
of “The Front Page,” an American
story, by American authors, for an
American audience. The production
will be an experiment in Little The
atre work. I t is advertised now as
something new and different, and we
expect that that is what it will be.
Well accepted and marked as a hit of
the 1928-1929 season, the play ran for
almost 300 nights on Broadway. We
are not the only ones who are anxious
to see the results of the new system
of admission on A.S.U.M. cards. We
are willing to bet that the house will
be filled with a truly American audi
ence—intent upon getting its money's
worth. We will be surprised if they
are disappointed.

L

LREADY our parents have accept
ed the editorial on Parents’ Day
as an Invitation, and are very glad
that we will have turkey for them.
Funny, how we had rather counted on
Thanksgiving vacation to tide us from
November to December, counted on
turkey at home, haven't budgeted
anything (except a train fare) into
that part of the month. We never
have meant to be selfish in taking all
this for granted though, and we’re
plenty glad to sit down right now to
revise the budget for a good time for
the folks on Thanksgiving.

A

ITH beards and no paint we are
going to look like the ones who
shoulder responsibility, anyway. Moth
er, with her brave dash of lipstick,
and Dad with clean shaven jaw, will
be the picture of carefree youth when
they begin mingling in this crowd.

W

B

HE students owe the Missoula
Chamber of Commerce a vote of
thanks for their co-operation on the
Utah game guarantee. Probably the
instructors will join them, as the
game will no doubt mean that sched
ules for the Friday after Thanks
giving will be less completely wrecked
than usual.

K

NXIOUSLY we await the gala night
of the A.S.U.M. Carnival. Like
everyone else we will without fail
stop at the fortune telling booth. We
don’t exactly believe in it, but our
ever-exlstent curiosity urges that we
take just a peek to see just what
possibly might lie In the future. We
hope, hope for something better, some
thing a little more exciting; and if it
is predicted, we will look forward to
it, work to make it come true. Good
tor us that if ill luck is predicted, we
will shrug our shoulders and say,
"It’s just a silly fortune.”

The Montana Masquers will give the opening presentation of the
major fall production, “The Front Page,” tomorrow evening in the
Little Theatre. The following performances of the play, which is
directed by Barnard Hewitt, will be given Thursday and Friday,
November 9 and 10. “The Front#
Page,” by Ben Hecht and Charles Mc
Arthur, is a three-act comedy of the
newspaper profession.
“The characterizations in ‘The
Front Page’ are so authentic," said
Dean A. L. Stone in an Interview re
garding the Masquers’ fall quarter
Capt. F. B. Rogers Is in Charge;
production, “that anyone knowing the
Kirkwood and Peterson
reporters at all in real life could
Are Assistants
readily recognize them in the play.
The press room, the setting of the
The first firing of small-bore
play, is entirely authentic even to the weapons for freshmen since the range
big desk.”
in the Journalism building was abol
Characters Are Real
ished in 1928, commenced last Thurs
In his contacts with the Chicago day on the new R. 0. T. C. range.
Daily News through his sons George The men's targets are graded by tbe
and Jack Stone, Dean Stone person grouping of shots, “A" for a perfect
ally knew Ben Hecht and some of the group and a “B” grade for less com
characters in the play, although their pact groupings.
Out of f06 members of Company B,
names hare been changed.
Delightfully depicting the innocence 11 men made “A” groups on their first
with which vulgarity can be treated, attempt, and 20 made “B” groups.
Ben Hecht and Charles McArthur Company A will fire on Tuesdays,
have written “The Front Page” into and Company B on Thursdays. On
a three-act comedy drama dealing each of those days the firing begins
with newspaper work. With all the at 10 o’clock and at 1, 2, 3 and 4
dash of a “gay nineties" melodrama o’clock.
Men who consistently have “A"
and all the vividness of the unaffected
language of men who are daily ip con groupings will receive further in
tact with the highbrows and lowbrows struction under Captain A. E. Rotherof society, it has achieved the appro mich, coach of the men’s rifle team,
bation of even veterans of the news with their development as prospective
team material in view.
paper profession.
The freshman firing is under the
Action in Press Room
supervision of Captain F. B. Rogers,
The action takes place in the press
assisted by Sergeants Kirkwood and
room of the Municipal Courts build
Peterson.
ing in Chicago, a room set aside by
the city fathers for the use of the
gentlemen of the press, their friends
and associates. It is a bare disor
dered room. Seven telephones con
nect it with the seven newspapers of
Chicago and here the reporters are
drawn by that lrreslstable lure—the
privilege of telephoning free. The
place is sparsely furnished with tables
and chairs. There is one ornate feat
ure—a huge walnut desk belonging to Economic Causes Are Turning the
one Roy Benzlnger, feature writer of
Minds of Youth Toward War,
the Tribune. It was once the property
Says English Professor
of a former mayor, Fred A. Busse,
deceased about 1904. The walls, un E. L. Freeman, professor in the De
painted since they were erected, are partment o f’ English, spoke on “A
covered with lithographs, hand Strategy for World Peace,” Sunday
painted studies, rotogravure cuttings evening at the weekly forum, a t the
and pencil sketches all on' the same University Congregational church.
“The United States ought to go into
theme—women.
The plot concerns a reporter who the League of Nations, Mr. Freeman
quits bis job as leg man for a desk said. “We hare no right to criticize
job In an advertising agency so he the League in accordance with Japan,
can get married, only to have the and China's withdrawal, as the United
biggest story of his career “break” States hasn't any authority to express
all around him. It gets him into its opinions.
“Economic causes are the factors
trouble with his fiancee and her
mother, but he finally extricates him which are turning the minds of the
self after garnering a ray of limelight young men and women of America
for himself and his erstwhile friendly and Europe towards war.
“The profit should be taken away
enemy, the editor.
from any nation during a war. Muni
Has Large Cast
There are 29 parts to the play. Allen tions should be made by an individual
Schwartz, Gilford, and Ruth Wallace, concern and not by a government.”
Missoula, take the parts of Hlldy These opinions of Mr. Freeman
Johnson, reporter, and Peggy Grant, were formulated from war books, and
liis fiancee. The reporters are Dick current periodical literature.
Dr. W. P. Clark, professor in the
Armeling, Thompson Falls, Wilson;
Robert Bates, Great Falls, Benzlnger; Department of Latin and Greek, will
Melvin Maury, Miles City, Endicott; speak on “After Prohibition—What?”
Robertson Dailey, Billings, Murphy; at the Sunday evening forum, Novem
Gene Manis, Hamilton, McCue; Phil ber 12.

Freshm en N ow
Have Small-bore
W eapon Firing

Peace Talk
By Freeman
Given Forum

(Continued on Page Four)

College Grad Wins
Sales Competition
Don Foss Is Given Bermuda Trip
By Montana Power Company

A pleasure trip to Bermuda with all
expenses paid is the prize which Don
Foss, State University graduate and
now a salesman for the Montana
Power company in Hamilton, won
last week in a company contest.
Foss had the largest number of
sales to his credit In the state. Every
salesman in the company's commer
cial department was competing for
the prize. He will go to New York
City in time to sail for Bermuda, Jan
uary 17.
Foss, a former football star at the
Kappa Alpha Theta held formal State University, was graduated from
pledging for Kathryn Frazier of Butte this school In 1931. He majored in
Sunday.
business administration.

A. S. U. M. Carnival Concessions
Considered at Meeting;
Construction Starts

Weather Conditions Cause Control
Men and Mappers to
Discontinue

David Fitzgerald, Stanley Trachta, Richard Lake, Edward Alexander
Are Chosen to Represent State University in Annual

Prof. Fay Clark, of the School of
Montana Eliminations'Held at Bntte
Forestry, returned from Qlacier park
early last week with the report that
Four State University students were selected from a field of approx
his crew of mappers and control men
will be forced to leave the job soon imately twenty candidates in the state Rhodes scholarship exam ination.;
because of adverse weather conditions. to be held in Butte on November 18. The four men chosen by the

Proposed plans of the organizations
seeking booths for the first A. S. U. M.
carnival will be considered by the
Dean's council at their meeting today.
All plans must meet the approval of Bad weather has hindered the effi
the council before the suggested ciency of the work / since August 29
games of chance and other forms of and the men have been fighting hard
entertainment may be offered to the rains and fog for the past month.
student body on November 26.
Professor Clark plans to discontinue
Three groups—Sigma Nu, Alpha the work until June 1 when he will
Phi and Alpha Chi Omega—signified increase the crew to 15 men. With
their desire of securing booths after these additional workers he expects to
the closing date and these organiza be able to finish the major portion of
tions must present their plans to the mapping by next fall.
either Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman,
Most of the men working on the
Dean J. E. Miller, or Dean R. H. Jesse project at present will work with the
as soon as possible.
C.C.C. for the winter, while the drafts
As soon as the final decision of the man and a few others will work in
council is made known those in the School of Forestry here this win
charge will start to work in earnest ter correcting maps and adjusting
on the elaborate carnival plans. Con them to coincide with the regular
struction of the booths will commence Forest Service maps.
and the organizations, receiving the
O. K. of the Dean’s council, are ex
pected to start Immediate formulation
of plans for the decorations of their
booths.
The carnival, first entertainment of |
its kind ever offered to State Univer Announcement of Date to Be Abide
Later, Says Hoblitt
sity students, is to take place in the
men’s gymnasium Saturday evening,
The bi-monthly meeting of Press
November 25. Admission to the gym
Is 10 cents and no charge over that club scheduled for Wednesday night
amount will be made at any of the has been postponed until further
booths. Free dancing to the tunes of notice in the interests of the Mas
Nat Allen’s orchestra will furnish ad quers’ production, “Front Page,”
ditional entertainment during the eve which opens tomorrow night at the
ning. Various games of chance, en Little Theatre. This announcement
tertaining shows and refreshments made Monday by Tevis Hoblitt, pres
will make up the bulk of the car ident of Press club, will insure a
greater representation of journalism
nival's concessions.
students at the play.
At the last meeting of Press club
in the Journalism Shack, the members
were entertained by a talk given by
Warren B. Davis, editor and publisher
Sunday evening the Missoula Plays of the Missoulian. Mr. Davis told of
and Players club gave their Initial humorous incidents he had experi
play of the winter season over radio | enced on the staffs of various news
station KGVO. In the comedy, “Cap-j papers.
Arrangements are being made by
tain Bimbo,” Margaret Hendrikson
took the part of Lydia, the only fem the Press Club executive bdard to
have
other prominent people, either
inine role In the play. Other char
acters were.portrayed by Kal Heiberg, members of the faculty or business
Frank Holmberg, Bob Garlepy and men and women, speak at the meet
ings.
Bernard Reardon.

Journalism Group
Postpones Meeting

Dramatic Group
Broadcasts Play

State University Examining board after yesterday’s interviews are
-^R ichard Lake, Judith Gap; David
Fitzgerald,
Livingston;
Stanley
Trachta, Kevin, and Edward Alex
ander, Whitehall.

Soph Group
Will March
November 11
Lion’s Club Heads Armistice Day
Activities Which Include
Student Volunteers
A volunteer company of sophomores
from the Department of Military
Science’ and the Grizzly Band will
march in the Armistice Day parade
on November 11, William Wade, cap
tain of Scabbard and Blade, an
nounced yesterday.
The parade, according to Dr. C. H.
Stevens, chairman of the Lion’s club
committee, which is in charge, will
be one of the greatest events of its
type ever staged in Missoula. It is
expected that every local firm display
ing a blue eagle and the veterans’
organizations will participate in the
parade.
Tentative arrangements indicate
that there will be no student convo
cation in observance of Armistice Day
this year.

M rs. L e C l a i r e
Gives the Report
Of Frosh Exams
Abnormalities Found In 127 Women
And 211 Men Students In
Physical Exams
Mrs. A. F. LeClaire, University
nurse, has given out her report on
the freshman physical examinations
held this fall. Out of 183 women stu
dents examined the following abnor
malities were found: fifty had en
larged thyroids, five had heart
trouble, three had Inflamed throat, 33
had enlarged or inflamed tonsils, 15
liad acne, five had bad teeth, one had
hernia, eight had detective joints, four
had defective noses, and three had
enlarged lymph glands. Eighteen
women were re-examined and 11 were
excused from physical education.
Out of 239 men examined the fol
lowing abnormalities were found:
eight persons had enlarged thyroid,
12 had heart trouble, 15 had inflamed
throat, 69 had enlarged or inflamed
tonsils, 45 had skin trouble, 17 had
bad teeth, five had hernia, six had
defective joints, three had defective
noses and 31 had enlarged lymph
glands. There were 11 re-examined
and nine were excused from physical
Ieducation.

Tryouts for new voices are held
regularly following the play broad
casts, a t 6:15 o’clock Sunday evening.
All tryouts and plays are conducted
under the direction of Bill Garver, ’27,
producing director of the Plays and i “Should We Prepare for Another
War?” was the subject of a speech
Players organization.
given by E. L. Freeman, professor in
[
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Ward, Hamilton, the Department of English, at the
were week-end visitors in Missoula. Debate union meeting last Tuesday
Mr. Ward was a member of the first evening in Main hall. At this meeting
graduating class of'the State Univer the challenge of the freshman class
for an inter-class debate was offisity.
cially presented to the upper classes.
A *committee composed of Harvey
Thirloway, senior; Harry Hoffner,
MAKE CORRECTIONS
junior; George Van Noy, sophomore,
Lists of all names, phone num and Louise Verheek, freshman, was
bers, and addresses for the 1933-34 appointed to make arrangements for
student directory are now posted the inter-class tournament.
No one has been selected to take the
on the bulletin board in Main hall.
All students are requested to place of Rev. Jesse M. Bunch, who
examine these lists and make any was freshman debate coach last year. I
Darrell Parker is in charge of fresh
desired corrections at once.
man debate at the present time.

Debate Club Hears
Talk by Freeman

Pool and Beechel
Secure Positions

Pool ’33 and Kenneth Beech
Japanese Lanterns Valued $10,000 el Walter
’33, graduates of the School of For
have secured positions with the
Donated to University of Montana estry,
emergency conservation workers for

the winter.
Both men have jobs as foremen and
will leave soon for their respective
destinations. Pool will be stationed in
Illinois and Beechel at Rolla, Mo. Joe
Two Japanese lanterns, valued at $10,000 and taken from a prize Grove, graduate of the School of For
Back copies of the Frontier maga collection of Oriental art, have been donated to the State University estry with the class of ’30, has been
zine dated November, 1920 and 1921,
working at the camp in Rolla for
are in demand now at 31.30 per issue, by Mrs. H. Schlather of Rocky River, Ohio. The donation, originally several weeks.
And November, 1927 and March, 1928 intended for Oberlin college, was secured through the efforts of Prof.
issued will be purchased at 75 cents Paul BiscboH. Ths lanterns representOFrank Francis and Chuck Holstrum
For the present the lanterns will be |
each, H. G. Merrlam, chairman of the a type of rare craftsmanship seldom
shot their limit of Chinese pheasants
placed in the reading room of the!
Department of English, has an seen outside the museums of large
last Sunday on a hunting trip on Crow
Library, where the faculty, students
nounced.
cities and practically non-existent in and visitors may view the workman creek, near Charlo.
Several colleges and universities the northwest, President C. H. Clapp ship.
throughout the United States have announced yesterday.
“These valuable antiques are con
RESERVATIONS
bought available back copies of the
The lanterns are made of bronze siderably prized by authorities of
Frontier and the demand recently has and are mounted on carved pedestals. Oriental art,” says President C. H.
All students must present their
been for volumes one to seven, from Elaborately carved screens surround Clapp, “and the University is ex
1920 to 1928, when the magazine was the opening provided for the lights. tremely fortunate in being the ben ASUM cards when they call for
their tickets to "The Front Page"
bntlrely a student publication.
Artistically ornamented by miniature efactors of this gift.”
or pay the 40 cent admission
Frontier copies have already been elephant heads and the symbolic
Several members of the faculty who
sold to the universities a t Missouri, Oriental dragon which surmounts the have seen the lanterns have suggested charge. All reservations must be
California, Washington .and Virginia. canopy top, the lanterns make objects that an a rt gallery be provided in the taken up by 8 o’clock the night for
which they have been made. After
well worthy of careful study. Hang proposed Student Union building for
Cal Emery spent tbe week-end visit ing from the six radiating scrolls on the preservation of this gift and other 8 o’clock all seats will be offered
for sale.
ing friends in Butte.
the canopy are pendant bells.
exhibits of value and Interest.

Back Frontiers
Are in Demand

Taken From Prize Collection of Oriental Art; Represent Rare Type
Of Craftmanship Seldom Seen Outside Museums of Large Cities

Richard Lake, a senior in the De
partment of English, was editor of
“Collegiana” last year. He is a mem
ber of Check, University discussion
group. For the past two years he
has been a winner in the Joyce Mem
orial short story contest. In 1932 he
placed second and in 1933 he w a s .
awarded third place in the contest.
Two years ago he placed second lit
the annual Frontier poetry contest.
He was also one of the four men
selected to compete in the 1932 state
Rhodes scholarship examinations. His
athletic interests are primarily in
boxing and fencing.
David Fitzgerald, a senior in the
School of Law, is a member of Silent
Sentinel, senior honorary for men;
Phi Delta Phi, national honorary
legal fraternity; Kappa Tau, honorary
scholastic fraternity, and is a baaketbalLletterman. He is associated with
Phi Delta Theta, national social fra
ternity. He was a Bear Paw during
his sophomore year.
Stanley Trachta, also a senior in the
School of Law, is a member of Phi
Delta Phi and an officer in the Law
School association. He has been
prominent in Masquer plays, was a
student officer in the R. O. T. C. unit,
and is a member of Scabbard and
Blade. Last spring he was awarded
the American Legion medal for out
standing work in the Department of
Military' Science. He is a member of
Kappa Sigma, social fraternity.
Edward Alexander, senior in the
School of Law, was president of
Kappa Tau last year. He placed first
in the Pi Kappa Delta extemporane
ous speaking contest held last year in
Bozeman. When a sophomore Alex
ander was a member of the debate
team which met the squad from Ox
ford. He is a Silent Sentinel and
manager of South hall. His fraternity
is Sigma Nu.
The selections were made following
individual interviews by a committee
consisting of W. P. Clark, chairman;
Dean J. E. Miller, E. L. Freeman, R.
H. Jesse and W. E. Schreiber.

Members of Band
Get New Uniforms
Orgaulzatiou Is Now Completely
Outfitted With Suits
The University Band is now com
pletely outfitted from the. snare-drum
mer in the rear rank to the drum
major who leads the parade. This
improvement was affected by the ar
rival last week of a new shipment of
uniform8 which are paid for out of a
$400 appropriation made by the gov
ernment.
Only a small change has been made
this year and that is in the allotment
of jackets. They are made of serge
material instead of the wool which
was formerly used.
The concert which was scheduled
for this quarter has been cancelled
until some time during the winter
session.

Mountaineers Hike
To Mount Stuart
Mount Stuart was th* destination of
the Mountaineers last Sunday, and the
five-mile hike was completed before
noon. The trip was led by Craig Smith,
mathematics teacher at the Missoula
County high school. Prof. E. M. Little
and Robert Sperlin of Seattle made
a trip on skiis to Mosquito peak north
of Stuart.
Next Friday night the Mountaineers
will hold a swimming party at the
Wilma plunge. The group will make
a trip up Blodgett canyon, near Ham
ilton, next Sunday, led by Florence
Grape, clerk in the forest service, and
Jack Crutchfield, former State Uni
versity student now teaching in the
Hamilton high school.
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Martinson were Thursday dinner guests at a wedding reception in the Bar, Laurel; Nick Rotering, Butte;
guests at the Kappa Kappa Gamma parish house. Mrs. Heathcote attended Russell Daigle, Missoula; Donald
the University for a year and has vis Gell, Missoula.
house.
Alice Carpenter, Janice Koppe and ited here a number of times. She is a
Corbin Hall
Donne Stevens spent the week-end in member of Delta Gamma sorority. Mr. Paul Elliott of Missoula was initi
A musical program was presented Billings.
Heathcote is a graduate of the Har ated Into Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
Sunday at 5 o'clock for the enter
Gladys Swanson was a Saturday vard School of Business Administra 'Friday night.
tainment of Corbin hall residents.
luncheon guest at the Alpha Chi tion. Following a wedding trip to
Short entertainments are given every
Flathead lake, Mr. and Mrs. Heathcote
Omega house.
Sunday and take the place of the ex
will make their home in Los Angeles.
W. W. . Whitehead of Tacoma,
change teaB that are given on Sundays
during the winter quarter by North, Wash., visited at the Sigma Alpha
Week-end Firesides
Corbin and South halls. The program Epsilon house over the week-end.
Firesides over the week-end were
Doris Hoover was a Sunday dinner
consisted of three vocal solos given
of every variety. All of the dances Principles of National Fraternity Are
by Jane Sanders, "Hold Me,” “The guest at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
Outlined by President
were given by the actives for the
Day You Came Along,” and “Thanks;” house.
Bob Sheridan spent the week-end pledges.
a piano trio, Schubert's “March MlliChaperons
at
the
Alpha
XI
Delta
Kenneth
Hufford, president of
talre,” presented by Harriet Calhoun, in Kalispell.
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha fireside were Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Alpha Kappa Psl, men’s professional
Mary Hamilton and Cathryn Schabel;
Parker
and
Mrs.
J.
A.
Rusk.
The
commercial fraternity, talked on the
a reading by Betty Roe, and a plant) Xi Delta house were Cathlyn Schabel
guests were Lois Norton, Judith principles and objects of that fra
solo, Debussy's "La Plus de Lente,” and Judith Aliminl.
Aliminl, Isabelle Houghton and Nat ternity at the regular meeting held
L.
G.
Bass
was
a
Thursday
din
by Mary Hamilton. Group singing
alie Taylor.
Wednesday evening in Craig hall.
ner gueBt at the Sigma Chi house.
followed the program.
Prof, and Mrs. G. D. Shallenberger Oskar Limpus, former president, gave
Bernice O’Ronrke, Alma Phelan,
Doris Albert spent the week-end
and Mrs. Fleda Coleman Jackson a brief account of the privileges of
Martha
Busey
and
Kathryn
Frazier
at her home in Kalispell.
chaperoned the Alpha Chi Omega fered by the fraternity.
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was a were Sunday dinner guests at the
dance. The music was furnished by Among the guests present a t the
dinner guest Monday at Corbin hall. Kappa Alpha Theta house.
Nat Allen and his orchestra. The meeting were: Palmer Swim, Boze
Following the dinner she spoke on Bob Davis left Monday for Chicago
guests
were Mary Hamilton, Alberta man; Harry Tice, Hariowtown; Allen
and New York.
“Standards for College Girls.”
Wickware and Mildred Holbert.
High, John McGilvry, Missoula; Paul
Vivian Bower was a Thursday din Don Foss was a Sunday dinner
Delta Gamma fireside was chap Reddick, Kalispell; Jack Couglll, Con
guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
ner guest of Ada Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Scott were dinner eroned by Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cogs rad; E. T. Mulvihlll, Columbus.
Fanny Warne spent the week-end
guests of their daughter, Helen, at the well, Mrs. Paul Whltham and Mrs. After the meeting, members and
In Butte at her home.
Edna Palmer. Music was provided by
Sayre Cooney was a Saturday Delta Gamma house Sunday.
guests adjourned to the foyer of the
Kenneth Carpenter spent the week Junior Dean's orchestra. The guests Little Theatre where a social meeting
luncheon guest of Sara Miles.
were Catherine Sinnott, Mary Haines
Geraldine Ede and Thelma Swenson end in Hamilton.
was held.
Don H urt and Ray Smalley spent and Joan Wilson.
were Saturday dinner guests of Nedra
Chaperons at the Delta Delta Delta
the week-end a t Trout Creek.
Galbreath.
Catherine Slnnott was a guest at fireside were Mr. and Mrs. Vardis
Ruth Goodman spent the week-end
Fisher and Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Waters.
the Delta Gamma house Sunday.
at her home in Deer Lodge.
Dependable Laundry Service
Louis Cameron was a week-end IMu8lc waa furnl8hed b* M1,ton An"
visitor at the Phi Sigma Kappa house. der80n and ®tck Farnsworth.
North Hall
Kappq Kappa Gamma entertained
Virginia Bode, Ruth Polleys and I Dlck Barrett was a Sunday dinner
at an informal dance with decorations
Betty Ann Polleys were Sunday din- k ue8t at the Alpha Chi Omega house,
featuring
the seasons. Dr. and Mrs.
ner guests of Marjorie Thompson.
CarI Walker was a week-end visitor
C. F. Delss and Mrs. Frank Keith were
Grace Tubbs and Elizabeth Schu- at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house,
bert were dinner guests Sunday of Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha chaperons.

Society

Hufford Addresses
A lp ha Kappa Psi

Subscription price, $2.50 per year._____________

J. STANLEY HILL ---MABELLE WILLARD....

MONTANA

This Week~or Any Week

B\>

YALE, JR.

November 6 to 12 has been set aside as American Education Week
this year by its sponsors, the U. S. Office of Education, the American
Legion and the National Education association. Observance of Ameri
can Education Week will be devoted to a consideration of the present
emergency in education which has arisen out of the prevailing trend
to slash government expenditures. Under cover of these condi
tions, proposals have been made which strike at the very roots of the
principles upon which free education has been developed in this
country.
The aim of American Education Week this year will be to impart
to the public the necessity of public schools. The present situation
should be recognized as a serious emergency which calls for emer
gency action. The very nature of our civilization makes imperative
an increased emphasis on education. The recession in business condi
tions has made more evident the fact that society now requires intelli
gent co-operation as opposed to ruthless individualism. Profound
social changes are occurring with unbelievable rapidity in a society
whose existence depends on the advancement of learning.
Instead of a curtailment of educational facilities it seems that the
time has never been more opportune for the creation of men and
women of culture, knowledge and spiritual well-being, through educa
tional channels. The principle still holds today that every child should
have the particular opportunities which are required so that he may
develop such talent as he may possess. With the elimination of free
education and the curtailment of school funds this would be impos
sible.

Now that the beards are beginning
to peep forth, we are more able to tell
just who are behind the team and who
are slackers. Tonight is the night for
the first High Court to be held in the
Main Hall auditorium.
What group on the campus staged
a beard parade on the Oval? Thank
you very much. We know you are
behind the team.
What Gerald avenue fraternity man,
after having a date with a sorority
girl on Friday night, called up on the
following Sunday only to find that she
had the pin of another man, hung in
the interim.
What Gerald avenue sorority has to
put up with three members who want
publicity, who will be independent
and who, after starting out great in
supporting the team, have since fallen
down miserably?
Maxine Janes.
IPhi house were Betty Lee Miller,
If there are any ‘‘beefs” about this
Elizabeth Downing spent the week- Margaret Henrickson and Ullaine $ulbeard growing campaign, we ask all
end at her home in Hamilton.
livan.
students to come to "High Court”
Betty Lee Forbls was a Sunday Sigma Alpha Epsilon actives held a
Tuesday and they will find out just
dinner guest of Jane Boden.
smoker for the pledges Saturday
what it all means.
Sylvia Sweetman was a dinner Inight,
What fraternity men went deer
guest of Ellen Miller Sunday.
Elizabeth Downing was a Sunday
hunting loaded with Money and Bank
Harriet Freebourne spent the week- dinner guest at the Delta Gamma
ing books?
end at her home in Butte.
house.
What Gerald avenue fraternity man
Douglas Ferris, William Garvy and
Jack Robinson was a Sunday dinCecil Rhodes—His Theory
brings breakfast to an Imaginary fig
Jack Stelnberger of Deer Lodge were ner &uest at the Sigma Chi house.
The memory of Cecil Rhodes, supreme philanthropist, is again ure every morning?
Sunday dinner guests of Joyce RobDelta Sigma Lambda announces the
What Gerald avenue fraternity man
erts and Helen Trask.
pledging of Sig Moe of Simms.
brought to our minds by the selection of the State University scholar
had to wait for his girl, a last year’i
Clayre Scearce spent Sunday at her
Marc Wilkins of Richmond, Va., has
ship contestants.
graduate, to come back so he could home in Honan.
been a guest at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
The old-time diamond tycoon who believed in the supremacy of enjoy a picture show a la gigilo
Clara Griffin was a Sunday dinner!hous® during the past week,
England and America, believed that making it possible for American What fraternity man looks just like
guest of Jeannette Gouchenour.
I J°® Burns of Mullan, Idaho, was a
students to go to school in England would strengthen the ties between a walrus in his new style beard
Marguerite Lauder was a Sunday Sunday dinner guest at the Sigma Chi
the two countries and bring about an amity that could never be vio What free-for-all will take place dinner guest of Mary Sulgrove.
house.
tonight?
Dean A. L. Stone was a Monday dinMac McKay was a Sunday dinner
lated.
It takes a good man to hang his pin
With this thought in mind he created the Rhodes scholarships and while growing a beard. We have one ner guest at North hall where he suest at the Delta Sigma Lambda
spoke
on
the
subject,
“Then
and
|
house.
made it possible for young men with the necessary qualifications of on the campus that did just that thing,
Now.”
leadership, scholarship and general manhood to go to Oxford. So far and he with a wonderful growth.
Llne-Heathcote
What fraternity man has a black
One of the outstanding social events
his theory has proved itself.
At the Sororities and Fraternities
eye and how did he get it?
Prof. R. L. Housman was a Satur of the week-end was the marriage of
Fourteen men from Montana have received such scholarships since
day luncheon guest at the Phi Sigma Ruth Line of Oakland, Cal., sister of
1902. Two men from Montana will go to Spokane for the regional
Looking Ahead Twenty Years
Dean R. C. Line, and Gerard Heath
Kappa bouse.
examinations. Whoever they are they will have the felicitations of
November 5,1953
Catherine Murphy was a Sunday cote of Hanford, Cal. The wedding
the State University.
Angle “Trainer” Vidro changes his dinner guest at the Delta Gamma took place in the Church of the Holy
sox.
*
Spirit at 4 o'clock Monday afternoon,
house.
Bob “Papa” Lacklen decides to back Melva Garrison, Jean Berglund, October 30. Rev. Thomas W. Bennett
the team.
Education-rAn Insurance Policy
Claire Johnson and Ella Sharf were performed the service. Miss Helen
Bendy “Itchy” Bergeson and John Thursday dinner guests at the Alpha Ryon attended the bride while James
The State University of Montana has a campus. The University of
“L” Sullivan "making little ones out Chi Omega house.
B. Burns acted as groomsman. Di
the State of New York has no campus, faculty or student body. It) of big ones” for riding the cushions
Sunday dinner guests at tbe Sigma rectly after the ceremony, Dean and
consists merely of a board of regents who appoint a commissioner of | to Butte.
Nu house were Allan Schwartz, Dick Mrs. Line were hosts to about seventy
education and administer the state’s public educational system. The Betty “Mae West?’ Nofslnger smiles. Rognas, Armand Allen, Kal Heiberg,
university was established in 1784 and is the oldest continuous educa Peggy “Shamrock” Holmes becomes John Gravelle, Charles Krebs, Don
tional agency in the United States, but it did not receive its present president of the Irish Free State.
Harby and Emerson Miller.
Bud “Whataman” WhlttlnghUl and
Alpha Phi held formal pledging
broad powers until 1904. Before that time it looked after higher
John “Seneca” Blair go to a dance Sunday for Betty Lee Miller of Idaho
education alone, having been founded primarily to rehabilitate King’s with dates.
Falls, Idaho.
college (now Columbia university) which had been suspended during Esther “Angclfood” Strauss marrleB
Alpha XI Delta announces the
a wealthy Virginia cattle man.
the Revolution.
pledging of Judith Aliminl.
Not long ago New York State university celebrated its 150th birth Charles “Howareyou” Flanagan Mr. and Mrs. Walter Turner were
pilots the only undefeated touch-toot- Saturday dinner guests at the Sigma
day. At their 69th convocation held in Chancellors’ hall in Albany,
ball team in the Pacific Coast con Phi Epsilon house.
the regents elected a new chancellor, and conferred a Litt.D. degree ference.
on Dr. Herbert Seeley Weet, superintendent of schools at Rochester, James “Buckshot” Scott becomes Mary Kohn, Betty Roe and Jean
and an LL.D. degree on Alfred Emanuel Smith.
well known In Helena because of his
Upon receipt of the degree, Dr. Smith is quoted as saying: “Educa recent victory in the Johnson murder
tion writes a good large insurance policy against the foolish notions case. This is the third case -that
lawyer Scott has won since his elec
of the Socialists, Communists, Nazists and all the others who are tion.
arrayed against constitutional government. . . . It’s all right to have Hugo “Bulletin” Wlldschut becomes
Hot Hamburger Sandwich
economy . . . but don’t let false economy fall on our pubic schools. a scandal columnist for the New York
Potatoes
Gravy
. . . It wouldn’t do the state a bit of harm if we didn’t build another Times.

Florence Laundry Go.

Alpha Phi Shower
II
Actives and pledges of Alpha Phi 8
were hostesses at a tea and shower |
held at the chapter honse from 3 to §
6 o’clock Sunday afternoon for Mrs. 8
H. G. Plemmons, formerly Miss Doris §
For n atu ral and pleasing |
Kindschy. Guests were Laura Nichol- X , .
■
,
5
son.
Mildred
McDonald.
Lota
Norton
11
Photographs,
make y o u r ap- |
son, Mildred McDonald, Lois Norton
and Alberta Wickware.
| pointment with the

Portraits

Alpha Tan Omega Initiation
Alpha Tau Omega held initiation I
Sunday for the following; Alem Le-
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NEW WILMA

RIALTO

TODAY and WEDNESDAY!

LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

MAE WEST

Richard Arlen

“I’m No A ngel”

<(Hell and High
Water”

It’s tbe Talk
Of Everybody
Who’s Anything—
East, North,
South and West
Don’t Let Anything Keep Yon
From Seeing It!

—-In —

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

“F. P. r
Liberty Magazine Gives I t 4 Stars—
Long distance aviation! A “float
ing platform” In mid-ocean—a
great thrill picture!

H ill

STOP!

Lunch at

The NEW HUT

mile of road for the next three years . . . but one single year that
education is neglected can never be brought back.”
On July 1 tbe resignation of Dr. M. A. Brannon as chancellor of
the Greater University of Montana became effective. Now there is no
effective system of co-ordination for the educational units in Montana.
Dr. C. H. Clapp has prophesied that the higher education supported
by the state will be set back many years due to the abolition of the
chancellorship, and that untold harm will be done to the oncoming
generation of college students who will have to pay for present mis
takes. Last spring the Montana Kaimin predicted that the bickerings,
competitions and head-on collisions between the various units of the
Greater University of Montana would soon begin.
According to the legislative condition passed after the voluntary
resignation of Dr. Brannon, there is to be no chancellor for the next
biennium because of lack of financial support, but the office has not
been discontinued. May we hope that this economy measure will not
harm our state educational system or in any way impair the value
students may receive from our institutions of collegiate rank. We
agree with Dr. Alfred Emanuel Smith that if education is neglected
for a single year it can never be brought back.

Quadrons
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n
•

.

Coffee

25c
Ollier Lunches 30c and 35c

A

Change

Will Do Yon Good

xxxx

But gaze upon a row of men
And blush for shame a little when
see their spreading, sprawling
ways
That make them like this row of A’s:
AAAA
But only yesterday I rode
Across from one whose legs were
bowed;
The best she could achieve, poor miss,
Was something very much like this:
WVV
But I wish you would tell me, please,
low they could have been like V’s
Unless my eyes deceive me, miss,
Bow legs In street cars look like this:
0 0 0 0
—Literary Digest.

Imeet the first Thursday in every
month. Alpha Chi Omega and Alpha AItT INSTRUCTION IS TOPIC
OF ADDRESS BY KIEDELL
next meeting.
Prof. C. H, Riedell, head of the De
Members of Sigma Nu fraternity partment of Fine Arts, has been in
attended church services at the Pres vited to give a series of lectures to
byterian church Sunday In respect for Missoula grade school teachers on his
their four members killed in the theories of art Instruction in public
World war, Marcus Cook, James schools. The first of the talks will
Claude Simpkins, Ward N. Woodward be given this afternoon at 4 o’clock
and James Hauhensac.
at the Roosevelt school.

K e g U l a r M e e t i n g \ Delta Pi will entertain jointly at the

------------Quadrons, a social organization of
all senior women, met last Thursday
at the Kappa Delta house, tor a busi
ness meeting. Katherine Eamon, vice
president of the organization, presided
at the meeting.
It was decided that Quadrons would

Comedy In Short Skirts
Now, ladies in a crowded bus
Occasion very little fuss
Because they always cross their knees,
Conserving space, a bit like these;

How About the Ads in This
Paper?
Have you read them?
If not, do it NOW!

A LOVELY
POWDER
in fascinating Boudoir

Box]

O TRY this wonderfully
soft, clinging powder;
you will love Its exquisite
texture and fragrance.
Created In six flattering
shades.
*1-10 and
M

D

4

Creator of
Cream for the 4 Ages

The merchants who placed them have what
you want.
They make this paper possible.

PATRONIZE TH OSE M ERCHANTS!
119

99

of loOGty

Smith Drug Store

The Montana Kaimin
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Bobkittens Score
W in Over Cubs
In Hard Contest

Strong Line
Is Feature
OfGonzaga

MONTANA

KAIM IN

Utah Aggies Ten Teams Lead Managers Discuss
Football
Swimming Tourney
M ay B ring National
Title Contenders
Home Game

The Grizzlies have but a tew days
left in which to prepare for the Gon
zaga Bulldogs in their game next Sat
urday a t Spokane. Coach Bunny Oakes Intercepted Pass and lo n g
Help State College Frosh
is working his men to get them ready
To 12-0 Victory
for
the strong Gonzaga line which has
Plans Are Being Made to Bring
Coach Pecarovich Has Developed
showed such outstanding defensive
Crowd to Thanksgiving
Powerful Defensive Squad
A
fake
reverse
play
and
an
inter
work this fall.
Day Contest
At Bulldog School
cepted pass broke a three-year
o-o
supremacy held by the State Univer.
Gonzaga
lost
a
hard,
close
game
to
When “Mike” Pecarovich sends his
sity Cubs, and spelled their 12-0 de< With the money necessary for the
Gonzaga Bulldogs against the State the Washington - State Cougars last feat at the hands of the Bobkittens financing of another game in Missoula
University Grizzlies November 11, he Saturday, 18-0. The Bulldogs were of the State College in Bozeman last this season guaranteed by ticket sales
sponsored by the Missoula Chamber
.will have one of the best teams that unlucky In meeting the Cougars near Saturday.
has been developed in the Northwest the end of the season, when they had
Darby Overturf, star of the Kitten of Commerce, fans will have a chance
this season. His line, which is big worked up to a strong fighting pitch. club, started the fireworks early in to see the State University Grizzlies
and powerful, has been called one No other games took the minds of the the second period by shaking oft sev tangle with the Utah Aggies
of the best defensive lines on the Cougars off the Gonzaga contest and eral Cub tacklers and racing 30 yards Thanksgiving Day in the second home
Coast, and his backfield contains they were pointing to give the Bull for.the first score of the game. Again game of the season. All th at remains
some of the finest players that have dogs everything they had.
in the third quarter, Overturf inter to make the game a certainty is the
o-o
been seen in action in this section
cepted a Cub pass, and dashed 76 signing of the contract between the
Coast sports writers are singing the ■ The Cougars did not make their yards for the other touchdown'of the two schools, and, as Montana is meet
ing the Utah demand, the contract
praises • of such linemen as Robert points through the Gonzaga line, be game.
Bellinger, 205-pound tackle; Howard ing repulsed time after time in goalThe score of the game does not- do seems assured.
Hurd, Bill and Jim VanSIstlne and line stands. Sorboe, Magnus, Sibellla justice to the battle that' was waged
Missoula townspeople will have
Pierce Murphy, the Butte boy who is and other Cougar backs tried in vain on Gatton field between the two fresh their opportunity to support the ticket
making good as center. Bill Healy to penetrate the Bulldog line, and man teams. The Cubs were threats sales and do their part to make the
and Ed “Chug” Justice are the alter made very tew yards through them,
throughout the contest, and several game a financial success. Citizens
o-o
nating fullbacks, with Justice getting
times reached the Bobkitten scoring have urged State University officials
Passes, a lucky break or two and territory. However, the State Univer to hare another home game after the
the call more because of his powerful
line-plunging. Big Ike Peterson is exceptionally fine punting proved the sity yearlings lacked the scoring Washington State contest, and It will
the spark-plug of the Bulldog back- deciding point in the Cougar victory. punch, and lost the ball to their op depend on the support of football fans
field, running well, throwing accurate Twice, Sorboe kicked to spots near ponents. The Cubs lost a chance to to make the Utah game a good one.
passes and kicking the ball in fine the goal line where the ball was score when a pass from Bonawitz to
When the State University could not
style. Others who shine are Carroll, grounded or rolled out of bounds. Whlttinghlll on the eight-yard stripe
meet the demand of the Utah contract,
Maher, Parks, Cunningham and The first touchdown came after an barely missed the Helena boy’s finger
the Chamber of Commerce stepped in
end run, in which Sorboe was forced tips.
Kearns.
and started an advance ticket sale to
Gonzaga’s biggest threats are its back after reaching the goal. The
The heavier line of the Kittens, and raise the necessary money. Led by
capable defense, that has held some officials ruled that his body had been the backfield composed of ex-Bozeman
John Lucy, the members have sold a
of the Coast conference’s leading In the end zone, and the touchdown high school players—D. Overturf, A.
large number of tickets, and will
teams to low scores or no scores, and was counted.
Overturf, Taylor and Purdum—were make possible the bringing of the
o-o
its passing attack, coupled with the
the principal factors that determined Utah team. The bleachers will seat
powerful Une-plunglng of two or A field goal added three points, and the victory for the Kittens. This ex
approximately five thousand people,
three of the backfield men. The Bull a beautiful pass from Magnus to perienced Kitten backfield clicked
and, bleachers can be set up on the
dogs have met some good teams this Shambra gained the last score. Sev perfectly throughout the game, and
year, and have had a tough schedule eral times the Gonzaga team threat blocked and interfered nicely for the east side of the field to accommodate
more fans.
right through. However, time after ened, but breaks lost the ball for speedy ball-carriers.
In order to get a larger crowd to
time, the line has held the opponents them.
Fritsen, Whlttinghlll and Bonawitz,
the game, the State University is
o-o
for downs, and the men have made
in the backfield, and Bowler, Oss and
some fine goal-line stands. The pass Gonzaga’s much-praised line stood Connors, in the line, were the out starting a campaign to bring the stu
ing attack, with Peterson tossing ac up nicely under the powerful Cougar standing performers in the Cub line dents' parents to Missoula for Thanks
curate throws, started slowly this attack, and Montana will hare much up. Coach "Brick” Breeden used the giving Day. The plans are to have
season, but has been clicking reg to worry about next Saturday when “Oregon State system” and sub the students act as hosts to their par
ularly lately. The ball-carrying as they meet that line on Gonzaga’s stituted only once during the game, ents, and show them the campus. With
this influx of possible football fans,
signments go to Carroll, who is shifty home ground.
while Coach Lewandowski used his
the game will profit considerably.
o-o
and fast in the open, and Healy and
entire squad in the fray.
The Cougar-Bnlldog game was held The punting and passing of the two The game between the schools
Justice, the line-plowing fullbacks.
Much of Gonzaga’s success this up several minutes by a young fan teams were nearly equal, each team should prove to be an interesting one,
season is due to the effective coach who had designs on the ball. Johan completing five throws out of a dozen with both teams outstanding In this
ing and explaining of “Mike” Pecaro sen had kicked the ball between the attempts, while the kickers of the two section of the country. The Utah
vich, the Bulldog mentor. In his uprights for the extra point after squads were evenly matched.
Aggies barely missed leading the
younger days, he was quite a capable touchdown. Both sides were offside,
Rocky Mountain conference by losing
Lineup and Summary
actor, and he now uses this art to and the ball was called back. When Cobs (0)
close game to the leading Utah
Bobkittens (12)
become effective in skull practice the official went after the ball, It had
university team, 14-6. The Aggies
sessions. When pointing out the rolled Into the stands a t the end of
have defeated Wyoming 27-0, and have
Left End
peculiarities of some opponent, he the field and a youngster had carried
walloped the State College Bobcats,
mimics the player so that none can it away.
40-6. The sectional angle comes up,
Left Tackle
o-o
forget him when on the field. And
and Montana will have a chance to
Neff • ......
his plea for the team to tight is un- After several minutes, a new ball
show what it can do to a Rocky Moun
Left Guard
forgettable. He uses every bit of his Iwas procured, and Johansen again
tain school. There has been much
histrionic ability, and with the com- kicked the extra point The wary offlagitation in the past to change Mon
Center
bination of his acting and forensics, cials kept close watch on the new
tana over to the Rocky Mountain con
he always puts his point across In a ball, and no opportunity was afforded
ference. This will also be Montana’s
Right Guard
very understandable manner.
any sandlotters who wanted a real
first intersectional battle, except for
Coach Bunny Oakes and his Grizzly "university” ball,
the Bobcats, for some time.
Right Tackle
warriors will have plenty of oppor- .
o-o
The most talked-of and remembered
Pickett .....
......Stebbins
tunity to find out about the ways o f ' Gonzaga, with the Cougar game beThanksgiving Day .contest for Mon
Right End
Coach Pecarovich and his fighting hind her, will be pointing to Montana,
tana was the 6-6 tie between Montana
Bulldogs, and the one hope of the and will have the full strength of the
and Syracuse university back in 1915.
Quarterback
Grizzlies is fight, and more fight than squad on hand to give the Grizzlies a
Syracuse later was recognized as the
can be shown by Gonzaga.
stiff fight So it Is up to Montana to
mythical national champion. In 1917,
Left Halt
be ready for "Mike" Pecarovich’s boys,
Idaho triumphed over the Grizzlies,
Whittinghill
o-o
14-3, in a Turkey Day.game, and in
Right HalfThe Cubs lost their only game of
1921, Montana nosed out the North
the season to their annual rivals, the
Dakota Aggies, 7-6. The last home
Fallback
Bobkittens of the State College. Coach
game on Thanksgiving Day was be
A. J. Lewandowskl’s boys played the
tween the Grizzlies and the Bobcats,
game hard, but a number of things
the Grizzlies winning, £8-7. This 1925
went to make for % Kitten victory.
game drew the largest crowd Montana
Slogan Is “Beat Gonzaga” As Men The two-touchdown margin was not a
has ever had to witness a football
true standard of the rating of the
Practice for BuUdog Game
game.
teams, the game being closely con Fall track practices a t the State
Next Saturday
tested.
University are being abandoned this
o-o
"Beat Gonzaga for a Shave” was the
week due to Inclement weather which
adopted slogan of the Forestry club The Cubs lost a touchdown when has kept the squad candidates from
yesterday and will be followed by Bonawltz’s pass to Whtttlnghlll on turning out regularly. During the fall
Coach B. F. Oakes and his bearded the eight-yard line ju st failed to con season, approximately twenty-five
Grizzlies this week as they prepare nect. Both the Kitten scores were re men checked out suits and reported
to meet the strong Gonzaga university sults of long runs, one a 80-yard dash, for daily workouts, a large number
club at Spokane, Wash., Saturday, and the other a 70-yard sprint after of these being candidates for next
November 11.
an Intercepted pass.
spring’s freshman squad.
o-o
Gonzaga was defeated by W. S. C.
Suits are being turned in a t the end
last Saturday, but mostly because of A snow-covered field made the game of this week, and the men will lay
the excellent kicking out of bounds slow, and neither team could show its
off until next spring. Track Coach
on the four- and two-yard lines, and best. Cold weather prevailed, and the Harry Adams has a number of strong
Next to P. 0 . News Stand
the returning of punts by Sarboe, the hands of the players were too cold to
contenders for his 1934 varsity team,
, smart, shifty speed-merchant of hold the pigskin securely.
but lacks middle distance runners and
Washington State college. In the cono-o
jumpers. The 1934 team will be led
. test last Saturday, the Cougar and
Another home game is in the offing
by co-captains William Hawke and
the Bulldog lines were evenly for Montana fans, the Utah Aggies
Arthur Caven. Lettermen from last
matched.
coming here for a Thanksgiving day
year Include Bob Stansberry, Naseby
The program for the week as out game with the Grizzlies. The Chamber Rhlnehart, Ken Duff, Roy Peden,
lined by B. F. Oakes is an effective of Commerce started a ticket sale, and
Monte Reynolds, Billie Vlckerman, ai
defense described to hold the Gonzaga Insured the game by boosting the
Dahlberg and Lew McDaniel.
Bulldogs; the offense perfected so as amount of money necessary to bring
DR. EMERSON STONE
to gain the hoped-for victory, and the game to Missoula.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
passing and punting being further de
o-o
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
“The Old Meeting Place”
veloped as they will be two of the The townspeople have cried tor
Phone 2321
deciding factors in Saturday’s game. more home games, and this is their

Oakes Prepares
Montana Squad
For Grid Clash

Page Three

Intramural Aquatic Meet Placed Next Louie Hartsell, Johnny Sullivan and
On Schedule
Benny Bergeson spent the week-end
Many Drop Contests to Be Left
in Bntte.
Off List of Probable
Plans for the annual interfraternity
Champions
swimming meet to be held this quar
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers
ter will be discussed tomorrow at 1
With the 1933 football season o'clock when the fraternity sports
rapidly approaching its close, the managers meet with Harry Adams, di
number of contenders to the mythical rector of intramural athletics. A pos
national championship has dwindled sible round robin tournament is
to a few teams scattered throughout contemplated, with each fraternity
the country, headed by such elevens opposing the others, and the whole to
To Spokane and Return for
as Michigan and Nebraska in the mid culminate in a meet between all
MONTANA-GONZAGA GAME
west, Army, Princeton and Duquesne groups. Last year the title was won
in the east, Georgia and Duke in the by the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
south, and Oregon, Oregon State and in a meet between the groups.
Southern California in the far west.
Leave Bos Depot Nov. 9 or 10 at
With the exception of the Alpha TaU
1:00 a.m .; tickets Expire Nov. 14
Neither Princeton nor Duke show Omega-Sigma Phi Epsllotf contest, the
much possibility of gaining the cham Interfraternity touch football sched
LEONARD YANCE, Agent
pionship honors unless they go to the ule has been completed, with Sigma
end of the season without a defeat Chi winning the championship. The
or tie, and are invited to play in some remaining game will be played during
of the bigger lntersectlonal games. On the week, but the result will not
the Pacific coast, the schedule is ar change the standings of any teams
ranged so that one of the three teams except the lower three. The second
will come out ahead, and leave the round robin schedule was not played
off because of Inclement weather.
other two defeated.

FOOTBALL
SPECIAL

$ 5.00

Five of the east’s leading teams
were dropped from the ranks of the GREEK AND ROMAN ART
EXHIBITED IN STUDIO
contenders in Saturday's games, most
the teams losing intersectional
An exhibit of photographs of Greek
battles to opponents. Carnegie Tech
and Roman architecture, sculpture
traveled to Purdue's home ground to
and pottery is now posted in the
lose by a 17-7'score, while Fordham
studio in Main Hall. The reproduc
lost to the visiting St. Mary’s squad,
tions are from earliest Grecian art
13-6. Holy Cross dropped its game toI
to the last types of Roman sculpture.
Detroit, George Washington lost to j
Prof. C. H. Riedell stated that this ex
Tennessee, and Colgate was defeated
hibit is being shown to aid the stu
by Tulane.
dents in the Humanity course.
Michigan, last year's champion, al
most lost out in the national picture,
but rallied to beat Illinois, 7-6, and
Delicious
keep its claim to the 1933 title intact, j
Nebraska, another strong team among
—a t—
those of the country, has but one

Hamburger and Malt

game to cinch the Big Six title.
Duquesne supported its claim by j
trouncing Washington and Jefferson,
21-6; Princeton overwhelmed Brown,
33-0; Army easily trounced Coe, 84-0;
Duke nosed out Auburn, 13-7; Georgia
beat Florida, 14-0; Oregon defeated
Utah, 26-7, and the other two coast
teams—Oregon State and Southern
California—remained idle.

RAMEY’S
Across from the High School

KALMS ACT
QUICKLY on
"RECURRING" PAINS
• Don’t let "recurring”
pains rain your day and deprive yon o f your
normal activity. Don’t take chances o f flunking
exams. Banish such pains with Kahns tablets.
Headaches, neuralgia, backache, cramps, and
other localized pains are promptly and efifec*
lively relievetfby a small dosage. Kahns, devel
oped by Johnson & Johnson, are safe. They
are not habit-forming, do not affect digestion
or heart action. Your druggist has Kalms in purse-size boxes of 12 tablets.

KALMS

FOR RELIEF
OF “ RECORRING”
PAINS

FR EE S A M P L E -S E N D C O U P O N

M O it
Send me a FREE sample of Kalms.
Name
Address

to..

I byestrain
may cause troubles other than
just discomfort. Let us examine
your eyes today. If you don’t
need glasses we will tell you so.

GOLF AND TENNIS ABANDONED
Golf and tennis classes for physical
education credit have been abandoned {
for the rest of the quarter. Students |
taking either of these sports can enter
in any of the other classes.

BARNETT
O ptical Co.
EYESIGHT SPECIALISTS
129 East Broadway

Track Candidates
End Fall Training

U LLER *

F.T IE SHOP

-p v

Just Arrived

New Patterns

Professional
Directory

The Grizzly squad has been having
skull practices during the evening,
showing how. eager the squad is for
a victory, and how much time they are
devoting toward that end. When roll
is taken a t daily practice and skull
practice, every member of the second
and third teams are there as well as
the members of the varsity.

Dr. C. L. Hitchcock and Clarence
Muhllck
spent Sunday hunting
Chinese pheasants on the Flathead
reservation.

chance to get behind the Grizzlies and
support the Thanksgiving day game.
They can make it a success, and the
students are expecting their support.

Kelly’s Cigar Store

DR. J. L. MURPHY

Corner Front and Higgins

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

HISTORY CLUB WILL MEET

History club will hold its regular
meeting Wednesday evening at 8
o’clock in the “treasure room” of the
Library.
J. B. Stewart, former
HUNTERS SUCCESSFUL
track and basketball coach of the
Professors B. E. Thomas, I. W. State University, will give a talk on
Cook, E. A. Atkinson and Dr. J. W. “The United States’ Recognition of
Severy had a successful two-day Russia.”
hunting trip over the week-end. The
party killed a number of Chinese Wyman Zachary, Brldger, has been
pheasants on the Flathead reserva confined to his home at 528 Daly due
tion.
to illness.

DR. A. G. WHALEY

No Rule A gainst I

WAVES
Get ahead of the rest with
a ware from

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
I

DOROTHY LEE I
BEAUTY SHOPPE I
Phone 2878
Room 223, Florence Hotel

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
100 E. Broadway—Phone 4101

1

CHIROPODIST
200 Wilma

BORG JEWELRY
& OPTICAL COMPANY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Dr. Frank Borg, Optometrist

HERE’S

L n e rg y
FOR YOU!
elements found only in whole
wheat.. .the proteins, vitamins,
minerals, carbohydrates and
bran your body demands for
natural energy. For Shredded
Wheat is 100% whole wheat
with nothing added, nothing
taken away.
Order two of these golden
brown biscuits for your
next meal. They’re ready
w bm
u f N/- cooked, ready to eat. And
a t a r i F a llt Ott
,
4
ib t p ackate , you real money-savers. Just
KNOW you /m w
,
f
•»«
shredded wheat, pour on plenty of milk or
cream and top with your
favorite fruit. An energy
food—something you’ll
l i k e —something you’ll
keep on liking!

AVEyou the energy it takes
to take things on the run?
Eat Shredded Wheat!
Just step into your favorite
campus eating place anywhere,
any time, and Shredded Wheat
will be waiting for you. Wait
ing to fill you with all the vital

H

®

THE VITALLY DIFFERENT FOOD

SHREDDED WHEAT
A p ro d u ct • » N A T IO N A L B IS C U IT CO M P A N Y “ Uneeda B a k e rs "

Everyone
Can Profit
by Using
the

Kaimin ®
Want Ads
In buying and in selling; in
borrowing and in renting; in
offering transportation and in
desiring

transportation;

in

offering tutorial services and
in seeking tutoring, there is
no better way to do it than
to call at the

Kaimin
Business
Office

THE
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"Front Page Is
One Man’s Opinion
Vivid Melodrama
Masquers’ Fall Play Opens Tomorrow
In Little Theatre
(Continued from ?»ue One)

wrong with everything, he is the
smartest man to be found. Ju st let
him get his ideas into print and they
look plenty foolish even before the
Ireturns start coming in.
I “I spent four happy years crying
about the extravagant ideas of profs
anent purchasing books at the Stu
dent Store, moaning about the food at
the house, railing at the political
Iachievements of other sororities, mis
understanding the wrangling in my
own group and shooting off at great
length about the little actual educa
tion I was receiving for my tuition
fees.
"But now I know that I got every
bit out. of school that I put into it,
and in some cases a lot more. I did
learn a few things from those books.
They may not earn any sugar for my
coffee but they make my mind a more
pleasant and entertaining thing to live
with for a long time. After cooking
for my own family for a few months,
the sorority house meals seem delect
able in comparison. Association with
men and women taught me more than
anything else at the University. Liv
ing with a group gave me the under
standing of others’ petty troubles and
kindnesses and pointed out my own
faults.
“K. C.”

Pollard, Red Lodge, Schwartz, and
George Scott, Great Falls, Kruger.
Helen Meloy,' Townsend, plays Mrs.
Schlosser; Dick Karnes, Libby, Bari
Williams, a gangster; and Ruth Perham, Butte, Mollie Meloy, "the Clark
street tart” who befriended him. Abe
Thompson, Miles City, plays the dumb
cop, Woodenshoes Bichorn.
THE BEEF MARKET
Dave Duncan, Billings, is cast as
the editor of Hildy’s paper; Harold
“Listen. My girl told me that it I
Stearns, Anaconda, is the sheriff;
Phoebe Patterson, Missoula, is cast as let my beard grow she would quit me.
Mrs. Grant, Peggy’s mother; Clarence A friend of mine overheard her say
Eldrldge, Missoula, the mayor; Wil that she would have nothing to do
bur Wood, Helena, as Mr. Pincus who with a man who couldn’t grow a
beard. Either way I’m stuck. What
"wouldn’t be bribed.” ,
Lester Smith, Ashford, Wash., fills am I to do?
"GORDON CUNNIFF”
the part of Diamond Louie; Ossia
Taylor, Missoula, Jennie, the scrub Well, Gordy, that means that she
will
have
very
little to do with a good
lady; Kai Heiberg, Missoula, Tony the
peanut vender; Dan Nelson and Tom| many of the men on this campus. So?
Campbell, Missoula, are deputy sher
“Having taken up the whisker cul
iffs; Neil Hiely, Columbus, Harold
Silvig, and William Stolt, Billings, are tivation with the rest of the he-men
policemen. Maurice McKay, Spokane, on the campus I would like to know
William Murphy, Circle; George Nink when I am going to be assured that I “What is this ’Hello Walk’? It
and Orville Skones, Missoula, com can shave it off. Adorned in my seems to have little or no significance
new goatee I sauntered into one of [among the students, and I would like
plete the cast.
the local beer parlors the other night to have the real reason for its ex
Stage Crew
to brag about how I could shave after istence.
Harold Shaw is in charge of the the Gonzaga game. Much to my sur
“1 have heard about Bozeman’s
staging of the production, and George prise, some of the men upon whom
Boileau is in charge of lighting. I depended for salvation from the I Hello Walk’, and thought that this
Emma Bole is in charge of properties House of David were there ahead of | might be similar. 1 boldly said ‘Hello’
to those whom I met, and was greeted
with Phyllis Holmes and Leona An me blotting up brew at a good rate
with staring gawks. I thought, ‘Now
derson as assistants, and Genevieve per hour.
ll’ve done something wrong.’ So I
Krum is in charge of make-up. John
“Now I like beer myself and I don’t Iwatched to see what the rest did. I
Shenk is sound technician.
mind growing a beard to show the soon found out that they walk along
team that I am behind them but when staring at the sidewalk, never once
they grow beards to show that they glancing up. ‘That’s strange,’ I
Intend to win a game and then tear Ithought, ‘why do they do that?1 So,
Kappas Wield Ratty Razor
all down by guzzling too much beer upon my first opportunity, I inquired
To Beard Whisker Judge itwhat
am I to think? I feel like shav about the tradition regarding the
ing, in the face of all I can see. Let’s aforementioned place of travel.
It was just after dinner Monday
supplement
this whisker campaign by “I was Informed that, theoretically,
night and a sinister silence hung
putting sentries outside the beer par everyone was to say ‘Hello’ to every
omniously over the Kappa hopse.
The front door swung timidly in lors to keep out football men. Or at one he met, regardless of foe, enemy,
ward and the bearded face of least keep them down to one glass or stranger. My curiosity was further
aroused, and I asked why all students
Noral Whittinghlll, judge of the a day.
But, F. C„ how can a football man looked so intently at the walk, and
Whisker Court, appeared cau
play
if
he’s
hungry?
not at the people they were meeting.
tiously in the opening. Casting a
I was told that it went against the
last, significant look over his
A long, highly interesting, prom
shoulder at the burly shadows
inent and timely subject has been
silhoutted in the dim dusk of
mentioned in a letter to the column
early
evening,
Whittinghlll
from an alumnus. But the policy of
stepped inside.
this paper is to avoid libelous state
“Hello,” he said.
ments. And this letter will be con
No answer.
sidered libelous until proof of certain
“Hello."
assertions are brought forward.
And as if that was the cue, 20
If Mr. M. 0. vM. will telephone or
howling, beard thirsty Amazons
call on Mulford Crutchfield, and clear
descended upon the honorable up these few doubtful points, the
judge.
Kaimin will print any remarks that
There was the harsh sound of are proved true.
deep breathing, the quick slap of
feet on floor and rug as the battle
“After the wise-crack that appeared
raged round and round the dig in the last Kaimin, several of the
nified Kappa parlors. But Whitwood-choppers felt a bit provoked.
tinghill, handicapped by a gentle They decided the beBt thing to do
man’s honor never to hit a under the circumstances was to cor
woman, proved a poor match for ner the “Man at the Keyhole” and give
the eager band surrounding him. him a good, close shaved A scout was
Time and again he repulsed
sent out to locate him, but soon came
their determined attacks but at
back with the lamentable report that
last he was overcome by the in he was too young to have a beard
spired horde.
(and thus not responsible for various
Uttering a frenzied scream of childish actions).
“E. W.”
triumph and brandishing a rusty,
But we notice that the “Man at the
old razor, the supposedly coy and Keyhole” is big enough to rely on
demure co-eds threw our hero
Nature, rather than rummaging
flat on his back in much the same around in the mop-closet for a “facemanner that the gigantic Gus toupee.”
Sonnenberg tosses his opponents
about in the squared ring. After “Dear Mr. Opinion:
at least half of their number had
“It is with great pleasure that I
comfortably seated themselves on take my typewriter into my lap and
various portions of his anatomy,
address my beefs to you. Four years
checking his movements and ham of complaining gives a student the
pering his breathing, their in
idea that since he can find something
famous intentions became fully
known.
Although Whittinghlll struggled
and thrashed about beneath sev
DRY CLEANERS
eral hundred pounds of Kappas,
his efforts were fruitless and as
PHONE 8118
the rusty razor, guided by savage
hands, plowed its rough course
Hat Blocking
Rug Cleaning
through his luxurious beard it
seemed inevitable that Whitting
hlll was doomed to the fate of a
modern Sampson.
OPR WORK
But—at this point 15 football
Is Onr Best Recommendation
|
players, long baffled by the
Metropole Barber Shop I
locked doors, poured through the
window of the house mother’s
Basement B. & H. Jewelry Store |
bedroom and preceeded by that
good woman, now screaming with
terror, rushed forward as a
..........*
charging line to stop the debacle.
The Amazons scattered before the
fierce onslaughts of the males
The First and Oldest
who made their tactics as gentle
National Bank in
as possible.
Montana 1
Whittinghlll rose slowly, a
sadder and wiser man. One hand
tenderly caressed his face as he
sorrowfully made his way to a
mirror to> view the irreparable
How Is Your Coal Pile?
damage wrought upon his once
prized beard.
Reports have it that late last
night Whittinghlll was the recip
ient of a large bottle of shaving
110 EAST’ BROADWAY
lotion.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers lu
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vanity of the Btudents to forget their
sophistication and speak to almost
strangers, and if they looked up, they
might be expected to speak, so they
consequently keep their eyes averted
from their fellow students. At first
this explanation seemed far-fetched,
but after thinking, and observing, it
does seem to be the truth.
"As I am a transfer student, and
missed out on all the advice given to
the freshmen, would you please set
me right about this? If it is supposed
to be a ‘Hello Walk,’ it is a good thing
that ‘Hello’ is written on the walk, as
that is the only ‘Hello’ there Is around.
"L. F. C.”
Here’s one that is full of embarrass
ing truth. We’ll make that walk a
success if we have to put a couple of
ex-telephone operators at each end.
Anyone who fails to say “Hello" on
that walk is suffering from an in
feriority complex or an inflated ego,
both of which are serious maladies
for college students.

Notices
All junior and senior girls who plan
to go out (or the hockey team, please
be at the women’s gymnasium at 5
o’clock this afternoon.
There will be an Important meet
ing of the Freshman class in Main
Hall auditorium Monday afternoon,
November 13 at 1 o’clock to elect
class officers.
JESSE LACKLEN, President
Sons and daughters of Rotarians
should turn in their names to Hazel
Mumm in Main hall so that they can
attend the party to be given for them
some time in November.
Track suits must be turned in by
the end of this week.
HAROLD KOHLHASE,
Track Manager.
Daughters of P. E. O.’s who wish to
attend the tea at the home of Mrs.
E. R. Sanford, 626 Eddy avenue, Tues
day at 9:30 o’clock, please call Mrs.
Sanford.
Joe Turrell, Missoula, has with
drawn from school.

Judge WhittmghiD Sammons
Students to Whisker Court
When Judge Noral Whittinghlll
raps the gavel for quiet and
Bailiff Roy Peden chants “Hear
ye, hear ye’’ a t 7:30 o’clock
this evening, the first session
of the State University Whisker
court will come to order in the
Main Hall auditorium. “Rather
than mete out punishment to the
campaign’s violators at this time,
the court will warn them to
change their style or suffer the
consequences at the next session,”
said Judge Whittinghlll yesterday.
Regarding the new student
movement, speeches both pro and
con will be made by Dean A. L.
Stone of the School of Journal
ism; Harvey Thirloway, A. S. U.
M. president, and a t least two
business men and football players
whose names have not been an
nounced.
During the past week the cam
paign has been rapidly gathering
momentum and with the advent
of pale feminine faces and the
debut of a galaxy of neatly
trimmed beards, enthusiasm has
soared to a high pitch.
In response to criticism, about
twenty foresters wearing false
beards
and
carrying
signs,
marched around the Oval at noon
yesterday, accompanied by a
drummer.
Selection of additional court
officials will be made today from
the law students.
According to reports from the
town district, local barbers are
making a careful study of the
beard situation in anticipation of
various trimming demands and
the final clipping debacle when
the Grizzlies win a game.

Nutrition Class Uses
Rats in Experiment

CRUTCHFIELD IN AUTO
COLLISION ON CAMPUS

A car driven by an unidentified man
collided with one driven by Mulford
Effect of Various Types of Diet Crutchfield on the corner by the wom
Is Object of Research
en’s gymnasium yesterday afternoon.
Crutchfield was driving a Ford tudor
The Problems in Nutrition class is belonging to H. O. Bell. His car re
making experiments with rats this ceived a bent fender and a broken
quarter. Some of the rats are being transmission. The other machine had
fed various breakfast foods, one being bent fenders, bumper and runninggiven rolled oats, another cornmeal board.
and another rice. Two rats are given
a breakfast of bread, butter, sugar,
Mark Conroy, former State Univer
Volled oats and salt, and two others sity student, is now employed by the
are fed bread, butter, coffee and Gallatin Drug company in Bozeman.
sugar. One is given a complete diet
Twelve in all are being used for the
tests.
The object of these tests is to de
termine the effect upon the rats of
unvaried diet, diet lacking in some
elements and balanced diet. The rats
are weighed each Monday to deter
Milk Shakes - 10c
mine how much each one has lost or
gained.
|
Malted Milks - 15c
x

1’TenshunHi

| Famous Hot Shots 1
|

1

|

Francis Dunwell, ex-"!3, Bitter Root
valley, was a visitor in Missoula Mon |
day.

Announcing

Hamburgers - 5c

I

BEER

I

|

at the

:i

8

DRESSMAKING

Reasonable Prices
801 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 818?

Shop
P

Next Door to Bus Depot

General Mazda Lamps
To get lamps that will give you good light at low cost,
look for the name of a reputable manufacturer on the end

Get a Carton and Save 10%

M ontana P ow er Co.

I

..y e s
lik e th a t w ord
abou t cigarettes
"W hen I think of milder ciga
rettes nowadays, I always think of
Chesterfields.
"Because Chesterfields are milder.
They’ve got plenty of taste and aroma
to them but they’ve got mildness too!
" I smoke Chesterfields all day long

—when I’m working and when I’m
not, and there’s no time when a
Chesterfield doesn’t taste milder
and better.
'T il put in a good word any time
for a cigarette like Chesterfields—
they’re mild and yet they Satisfy.”

Missoula Laundry Co.

The First National Bank

Missoula Coal and
Transfer Co., Inc.

COAL
Mrs. Theodore Brantly left this
morning tor Dillon to visit a few days
with her daughter, Mrs. Frank B.
Hazelbaker.

LOU ELLINGHOUSB, Pres.
BOB LAING, Seo’y.-Treas.
Phenes 8668 and 8680
• 1933. t-nKirr & M mi Toiicoo Co,

8

Phyllis Griffin Brockway | 5c--Hamburger--5c |

of each lamp.
There will be a meeting of Psi Chi,
national honorary psychology fra
ternity, at the home of Gladys Mayo,
645 South Second street west, at 8
o’clock Wednesday evening, November
8. Dr. F. 0. Smith will read a report
and summary of the program of the
American Psychological association at
Chicago.

|

And those Special Glasses of |

esterfield

the cigarette that’s MILDER
the cigarette that tastes better

8

